We discuss computationally efficient ways of accounting for the impact of uncertainty, e.g., lack of detailed knowledge about sources, materials, shapes etc, in computational time-domain electromagnetics. In contrast to classic statistical Monte Carlo based methods, we explore a probabilistic approach based on high-order accurate expansions of general stochastic processes. We show this to be highly efficient and accurate on both one-and two-dimensional examples, enabling the computation of global sensitivites of measures of interest, e.g., radar-cross-sections (RCS) in scattering applications, for a variety of types of uncertainties.
Introduction
While computational methods have become increasingly refined and accurate, their reliance on exact data are emerging as a bottleneck in the modeling of problems of realistic complexity. For instance, if one attempts to model an experiment, a classic computational approach would require knowledge of a degree of detail which is unrealistic and often impossible to obtain. We would like to be able to model the impact of the uncertainty, assumed to have certain properties derived from experiments or otherwise, on the computed results, essentially resulting in a distribution of possible solution values with an associated probability distribution. This would immediately enable the computation of statistical moments and other valuable information about the sensitivity of solutions and derived quantities.
Our platform on which to demonstrate our proposed approach is the time-domain Maxwell's equations, solved using a high-order accurate discontinuous Galerkin method [3] . However, the basic elements of the formulation is general and can be used with any computational kernel.
Maxwell's Equations and Numerical Scheme

Maxwell's Equations
We write Maxwell's equation as
µ ∂H
where (E, H) are the electric field and the magnetic field. On the right hand side of (1a-1b), S = [S E , S H ] is the source term which depends on the incident field.
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Accounting for Uncertainty
The key result on which we shall rely to model uncertainty is due to Wiener (1938) (see also Cameron and Martin [2] ) showing that any second order stochastic process, X(θ), i.e. a process with a finite variance, can be expressed as
where ξ = (ξ i1 (θ), ..., ξ i d (θ)) represents d independent Gaussian variables with zero mean and unit variance, each depending on the random event θ, and H n are the multivariate Hermite polynomials defined by
In the following we shall assume that one Gaussian variable suffices to represent the process(i.e. d = 1).
Stochastic Galerkin Formulation
We can express the solution as q(x, t, θ) = (E(x, t, θ), H(x, t, θ)) T We use the chaos expansion to represent the solution in random space, and assume that the physical domain is tessellated by triangles or tetrahedrons, D, and represent the local solution using the expansions
where q i reflects field values. We can write the computational scheme which takes the randomness into account in a general setting as follows
where the initial conditions are given by the function f = f (x,θ). As a first step, we discretize (4) in the random space using a Galerkin approach, multiplying (4) by a test function H k (θ). In the physical space, we use a discontinuous Galerkin formulation that has been discussed, analyzed, and validated extensively previously [3, 4] . The discrete solution q N of Maxwell's equations is required to satisfy
The initial conditions in (4) also need to be projected on to the Chaos basis to give an initial condition for each mode of q i N in the Chaos expansion. It is important to note that randomness can enter the equations through the electric and magnetic fields, (E, H), through the source terms, and even through material properties such as and µ.
Numerical Examples
In the following we shall discuss a few examples to validate the approach discussed above. These results are chosen largely to be simple enough to enable rigorous testing as well as expose the generality and strength of the proposed technique.
1D material loaded cavity
= L. The aim of the test is to compute the first few resonance frequencies of the cavity. For the simple case considered here, these frequencies are given as
where k reflects the two different permittivities. We assume for simplicity that the materials are nonmagnetic, i.e., µ k = 1 and solve on each domain, D k , the 1-D equations. To compute the resonant frequencies we solve the one-dimensional Maxwell's equations in the time-domain, subject to a broadband initial condition, and collect one or several time-traces at various points in the cavity. The spectrum of the time-series yields the resonant frequencies as strong peaks which are found automatically.
In this example, we focus on the cavity where the position of the interface is uncertain, such that both domains are of variable length. We define the position of the material interface as x mat = 0+g(θ) where
This allows the material interface to be positioned on both sides of the mean position. We fix other parameters as L = 1, µ 1 = µ 2 = 1, 1 = 1, and 2 = 2.25 We introduce a mapping of both domains from the variable x to the new variable ξ that is defined on domains D 1 and D 2 of fixed length L.
Numerical Results. Table 1 shows statistics of the resonance frequencies computed by the stochastic Galerkin method and sampling of the exact solution. The results show good agreement between the stochastic Galerkin approach and the statistics of the exact solution. In this example, we have taken M=40 terms in the homogenous chaos expansion because of the long-time integration needed to extract the resonant frequencies.
2D circular cylinder
As a second and more advanced test, we consider that of plane wave scattering by a 2D circular cylinder of radius unity. The measure of interest is the radar cross section (RCS), defined as
where E i is the incident field and F(φ) is a non-linear function of E(x, t, θ) and H(x, t, θ), computing the scattered far field as a function of the polar angle, φ. In this particular case, F(φ), is near-to-farfield transformation along some closed contour [5] . The domain extends from -6 to +6 and a PML of width one is used to truncate the domain (see [1] for details). Degree five polynomials are enough to ensure that convergence is achieved in the physical space and six modes in the Chaos expansion is also enough for good convergence in probability space.
Uncertainty in the Source Term
Let us denote by Γ the boundary of a PEC 2D circular cylinder contained in the domain Ω. In this example, we consider the following model for the uncertainty in the source term appearing in Eq. (1a-1b)
where k(θ) is a uncertain wave vector. We assume that the value of the wave vector k(θ) is subject to a small random perturbation from its deterministic value k 0 = (r 0 cos(α 0 ), r 0 sin(α 0 )). More precisely, we assume that this vector can vary as randomness in the direction of k 
Numerical Results. We conduct the test by comparing the results of the average and variance of the RCS for the stochastic Galerkin method. For the numerical experiments, we set r 0 = 1 and α 0 = π in Eqs. (11). Figure 2 shows the average and the variance of the RCS, respectively and it can be seen that for the same discretization, they give identical results. This case corresponds to uncertainty in the angle of the wave vector . Figure 2 shows the average of the RCS and its possible variations for the randomness in the angle of k and in the modulus of k, respectively. It appears that the uncertainty in the angle of k mostly affects the RCS in the forward scatter.
